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Consortium training 
Over the past six months, the RE.MA.C. consortium has exchanged training sessions. Trainings 
were provided on topics such as second language acquisition, intercultural studies, digital 
technologies, educational technology, teacher training approaches and methods, and more. 
Throughout this effort, the different expertise of all the partners involved in the project, is 
highlighted and appreciated. 
 

Website launching 
REMAC's new website has been launched. The website is translated into Greek, Maltese, 
Portuguese and Italian (apart from English). Here you will find information regarding the 
project's upcoming events and work updates. During the course of the project, the website will 
host educational material in five different languages, covering all grades of primary school as 
well as seventeen different subject areas. Moreover, it will also provide access to the project's 
platform, which hosts the digital tools developed for multilingual and multicultural classrooms. 
 

 

 

RE.MA.C. in upcoming international conferences   
RE.MA.C. consortium is presenting two papers in the upcoming international conferences: the 
“International Association for Languages and Intercultural Communication (IALIC2023)” and the 
“5th International Conference Literacy and Contemporary Society: Creativity, Equity, Social 
Action”, both held in Nicosia. Both events will aim in presenting project’s updates and 
disseminate its current outcomes to a wider research and educational audience.   

 

RE.MA.C. ongoing research 
RE.MA.C. ongoing research effort is focused on identifying teachers’ professional development 
needs especially focusing on the skills,  training needs, and educational material needed when 
teaching in multilingual and multicultural classrooms. The survey consists of four (4) sections 
and should take about 20 minutes to complete. You may find the link to the online questionnaire 
here: https://forms.gle/EXhYrudhgytC2Mj18 

In this Issue 
Welcome to RE.MA.C.’s second 
newsletter. In this issue, the 
consortium’s training sessions, 
RE.MA.C.’s website launch, 
upcoming conference presentations 
and the ongoing research are shared. 

Updates on project’s work 

Following the second transnational 
meeting last May, partners are 
currently working on developing the 
platform and the educational 
material that will be uploaded on the 
new project’s website. Upcoming 
transnational meeting is organized 
this November in Malta. 
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Stay tuned with RE.MA.C. 
 

Website 
https://remacproject.eu/ 

FB 
https://www.facebook.com/remacproject/ 
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